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Create A World-Class Third-Party Selling Program
A Partner-Centric Approach to Channel Sales
A channel sales manager’s job is one of the toughest
in an organization. An effective channel sales manager
needs to have superior project management skills, be
able to influence without formal organizational power, and
operate effectively at every level within an organization.
In the latest Sandler® book, MAKING CHANNEL
SALES WORK: Ten Tools to Create a World-Class
Third-Party Selling Program, you will learn:
• How to identify the appropriate partners
• Principles to build and nurture winning relationships
with value-added resellers
• Formulas and tools to train your sales team and your
partner’s sales team to work together seamlessly

Download your free chapter today so you can
be on your way to building a premium channel
selling program in your organization!

“A partner-centric approach respects your partners as equals and understands
that they are your extended sales force.”
—Marcus Cauchi & David Davies

MEET THE AUTHORS
Marcus Cauchi is a Sandler trainer located in the southeast region of the United Kingdom where he has been successfully
serving his clients since 2004. He is an engaging and challenging speaker on sales, sales management, company turnaround,
achieving maximum cash at exit and successful recruitment of salespeople.
David Davies is the owner of Thames Valley, a Sandler center in the United Kingdom. With more than 25 years of international sales
and business development experience, Davies has been instrumental in helping organizations achieve lasting sales success.
A passionate, innovative, and award-winning sales coach, he is recognized for transforming potential into profitable performance.

©2018 Sandler Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. S Sandler Training (with design) and Sandler are registered service marks of Sandler Systems, Inc.

2018 Columnists

2018 Columnists
For 2018, our regular columnists will provide thought-provoking commentary on a wide
range of sales issues, specifically, the hot-topics that are the most relevant and indeed, the
most significant.

Tiffani
Bova

Tiffani Bova is the global
customer growth and
innovation evangelist at
Salesforce. Tiffani is a highly
sought  after keynote speaker
and also a regular contributor
to HuffPost, Harvard Business
Review, and Forbes.

Tony J.
Hughes

Tony Hughes is an experienced
CEO and teaches 'modernized
selling' within the MBA program
at the University of Technology,
Sydney. His first book was The
Joshua Principle, Leadership
Secrets of Selling and his second,
COMBO Prospecting.

Linda
Richardson

Founder of Richardson, Linda
is a thought leader in the field
of sales performance. She is
also the author of numerous
books including Changing the
Sales Conversation which
focuses on technology and the
new buyer.

Jim
Dickie

Dave Kurlan is the founder and
CEO of Objective Management
Group, Inc. (OMG) and Kurlan
& Associates, Inc. He is also
the author of the bestseller
Baseline Selling.
Dave
Kurlan

Tamara
Schenk

Brian Sullivan is Vice President
of Sandler Enterprise Selling at
Sandler Training. He is also the
coauthor of Sandler Enterprise
Selling: Winning, Growing and
Retaining Major Accounts.
Brian
Sullivan

Jim Dickie is a CoFounder and
Research Fellow for CSO
Insights; an independent
research division of Miller
Heiman Group and has served
as an advisor to numerous
academic institutions.

Michelle
Vazzana

Tamara Schenk is research
director at CSO Insights, and
one of the world’s leading
experts on sales enablement.
Prior to joining CSOI, Tamara
led the global sales force
enablement and transformation
team at TSystems.

Michelle Vazzana is a founding
partner and CEO at Vantage
Point Performance, and the co
author of Cracking the Sales
Management Code: The Secrets
to Measuring and Managing
Sales Performance.
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2018 Feature Writers
We have also brought together some of the most experienced, successful and forwardthinking sales experts on the planet, to contribute regularly.
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Dr Tony Alessandra
HallofFame Keynote Speaker
and Founder of
Assessments24x7.com

Kevin Eikenberry
Chief Potential Officer, The
Kevin Eikenberry Group.

Joanne Black
Founder, No More Cold
Calling® Best selling author.

Colleen Francis
President and Founder of
Engage Selling Solutions and
bestselling author of Nonstop
Sales Boom.

George Brontén
Founder & CEO of Membrain,
AwardWinning Blogger &
Software Pioneer.

Joe Galvin
Chief Research Officer Vistage
Worldwide.

Deb Calvert
President, People First
Productivity Solutions. Author
of DISCOVER Questions Get
You Connected.

Barb Giamanco
Keynote Speaker, Author,
Corporate Webcast Host Social
Centered Selling CEO.

Jim Cathcart
Bestselling author of
Relationship Selling + 17 other
books. Top 1% TEDx video.

Julie Hansen
President, Performance Sales
and Training, Author of Sales
Presentations for Dummies.

Frank V. Cespedes
Teaches at Harvard Business
School; author of Aligning
Strategy and Sales.

Jill Harrington
President, SalesSHIFT. Author
of Uncommon Sense, 2017 Top
Sales Book of the Year.
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2018 Feature Writers

Graham Hawkins
CEO & Founder, SalesTribe.
Author of The Future of the
Sales Profession.

Dan McDade
CEO, Founder of PointClear.
Awardwinning blogger
(ViewPoint), author, speaker.

Mark Hunter
“The Sales Hunter,”
prospecting thought leader and
author of bestselling book,
“High-Profit Prospecting.”

Cian McLoughlin
B2B Win/Loss Analysis Expert,
Award Winning Blogger &
Author ‘Rebirth of the Salesman’

Jason Jordan
Partner at Vantage Point and
Author of Cracking the Sales
Management Code.

Jay Mitchell
President, Mereo LLC
Revenue Performance Advisor
and Board Member.

Jill Konrath
Keynote Speaker, Author,
3 Bestselling Sales Books,
AwardWinning Sales Blogger.

Keith Rosen
Award winning author, CEO of
Profit Builders and founder of
Coachquest.

Dave Mattson
CEO & President of Sandler
Training.

Colleen Stanley
President of SalesLeadership,
Inc., Best Selling Author of
Emotional Intelligence for Sales
Success …”

Bernadette McClelland
Head of Sales Transformation
and Enablement at Sales
Leaders Global Pty Limited.

Dan Weinfurter
Dan Weinfurter is currently the
managing partner of Chicago
Growth Consultants LLC.
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It’s Tougher at the Top
Some suggest that we
expect too much of leaders.
Indeed, “renaissance” men
and women are rare.
Leadership, in a modern organization, is
highly complex and it is increasingly
difficult - sometimes impossible - to find
all the necessary traits in a single person.
t is my view that in the future, we will see
leadership groups, rather than individual leaders.
This change in emphasis from individuals towards
groups has been charted by the leadership guru
Warren Bennis. His work “Organizing Genius”
concentrates on famous groundbreaking groups,
rather than individual leaders. “None of us is as smart
as all of us,” says Professor Bennis.
The Lone Ranger is dead. Instead of the
individual problemsolver, we have a new model for
creative achievement. People like Steve Jobs or

I
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Walt Disney headed groups and found their own
greatness in them. Professor Bennis provides a
blueprint for the new model leader. He or she is a
pragmatic dreamer, a person with an original but
attainable vision. Inevitably, the leader has to invent
a style that suits the group. The standard models,
especially command and control, simply don’t work.
The heads of groups have to act decisively, but
never arbitrarily.
However, the role of the new model leader is
ridden with contradictions Paradox and uncertainty
are increasingly at the heart of leading organizations
and a lot of leaders don’t like ambiguity, so they try
to shape the environment to resolve it. This might
involve collecting more data or narrowing things
down. These may not be the best things to do. The
most effective leaders are flexible, responsive to
new situations. If they are adept at hard skills, they
surround themselves with people who are proficient
with soft skills. They strike a balance
While flexibility is important in this new
leadership model, it should not be interpreted as

Editorial

weakness. Two of the most lauded corporate chiefs
ever, Percy Barnevik, of Asea Brown Boveri, and
Jack Welch, of General Electric, dismantled
bureaucratic structures using both soft and hard
skills. They coach and cajole, as well as command
and control.
In the macho era, support was for failures, but
now there is a growing realization that leaders are
human after all, and that leadership is as much a
human art as a rational science.
And let’s not forget the followers because
without them, we would not need leaders.
Some researchers prefer to move the focus away
from the leader altogether and to examine instead
what makes others prepared to follow these
individuals. An important article published in the
Harvard Business Review a few years ago, entitled “In
Praise of Followers” began to shift attention away
from the machismo of leadership to the less
glamorous side of the same equation  the role of
‘followership’.
What the advocates of followership recognized
was that to become an effective leader, most people
first had to learn how to be good followers. With
few exceptions, this is as true of the corporate world
as it is of military and political leaders. Aristotle
noted “He who has never learnt to obey cannot be a
good commander.”
More than ever, today business executives have
to operate as both leader and follower in the daily
rounds of their job. Those who study leadership
begin to take more interest in the ‘psychological
contract’ between leader and followers. In other
words, they began to ask what makes people
prepared to follow one leader and unwilling to
follow another.
These ideas are now changing both the way we
think about leadership and the style of our leaders.
This is in tune with other social and organizational
developments, including the move to more
participative management and the rise of industrial
democracy.
Other new ideas are also gaining ground. For

example, only in the past few years is the notion of
‘emotional
intelligence’
becoming
widely
understood. For the leaders of the future, it is likely
to be as important as a high IQ.
In his groundbreaking 1996 book, “Emotional
Intelligence”, the American psychologist Daniel
Goleman explored the issue of personal and
professional effectiveness. He argued that in a
business world too often obsessed by cold analysis,
the emotional climate is more important to the
success of a leader than previously recognized. At
senior levels, ‘emotional intelligence’, rather than
‘rational intelligence’, marks out the true leader 
“The qualities of leadership and the quality of the
heart are largely the same”. This may explain why
someone like Branson, who twice failed his
elementary mathematics exam, can make a better
leader than someone with a degree from Harvard
Business School. Branson’s ‘emotional intelligence’ –
his ‘people radar’ – is more keenly developed.
According to Goleman, studies of outstanding
performers in organisations show that about two
thirds of the abilities, that set star performers apart
in the leadership stakes, are based on emotional
intelligence. Only a third of the skills that matter
relate to raw intelligence (as measured by IQ) and
technical expertise.
Most important of all, the role of leaders in
developing the next generation has too often been
neglected. If we are to grow as a society, this must
be the priority for the future. As Sir Adrian Cadbury,
the former Head of Cadbury Schweppes has
observed: “Good leaders grow people, bad leaders
stunt them. Good leaders serve their followers, bad
leaders enslave them.”
It is tougher at the top – but then, it always has
n
been ….

Jonathan Farrington is the CEO of
Top Sales World. You can also follow him
on LinkedIn here and catch up with the
JF Interview Series here
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How to Coach Sales Champions, Inspire
Excellence and Exceed Your Business Goals
Jonathan Farrington
Interviews Best-Selling
Author Keith Rosen.

JF: Congratulations on the tenyear anniversary of
your awardwinning, Coaching Salespeople Into Sales
Champions (CSSC)! Why so long to write a follow
up?
KR: Since writing CSSC, I’ve worked with tens of
thousands of sales leaders on five continents; in
over 75 countries. They’ve inspired me to improve
my coaching methodology, while ensuring it’s
relevant for leaders worldwide. Sales Leadership is
the result of my 10year global quest to ignite
unprecedented human achievement, develop
leadership titans and transform the workplace into a
nourishing place of learning, innovation and personal
evolution.
JF: I was surprised this is the first book entitled,
Sales Leadership! What can readers expect?
KR: Most management books don’t apply to sales
leadership, and focus more on what (scorecards,
KPI’s, processes), where Sales Leadership focuses on
who – people. Both are essential. However,
salespeople are unique, indispensable and need to
be coached in alignment with their role and
individuality. When you unite business and personal
goals, engagement is inevitable. CSSC was the first
book that poured the foundation for coaching
mastery. Sales Leadership continues the journey to
become an elite sales leader and trailblazing coach.
My L.E.A.D.S. Coaching Framework enables busy,
caring managers to coach in 10 minutes or less!
JF: What’s the current state of coaching?
KR: It’s gotten worse! While essential, sales training

10
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doesn’t develop champions. Leaders do. Since most
managers don’t know how to coach, they remain
part of the nonstop, problemsolving legion of
frustrated Chief Problem Solvers who habitually do
other’s work, create dependency and nourish seeds
of mediocrity. You can’t scale dependency.
JF: What studies support this?
KR: According to Gallup, 70% of employees are
disengaged, and managers don’t know what
motivates people.
Since 2008, my Ebooks were downloaded
approximately 350,000 times. In the download form,
I ask, “Do you consistently use a coaching
framework that creates a healthy, topperforming
culture and wins sales?” 88% of respondents said,
“No.”
JF: What measurable results can be expected
when implementing your strategies?
KR: Changing people’s mindset about work
immediately improves economic prosperity and
organizational health. Remember, every manager’s
real boss is their team. If 80% of team engagement
depends on management, the manager IS the
culture! Studies by Gallup and Gartner found
companies with engaged, happy employees
generate 2.5X more revenue than companies with
disengaged employees.
Sales Leadership provides the tactical path and
coaching vernacular to become an epic sales leader
who develops sales champions. If the language of
leadership, selling, and across every department is
coaching, then the language of your company is
coaching. This creates a united coaching culture of
collaboration, compassion, accountability, purpose
and innovation.
JF: Have you cracked the code to promoting

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

salespeople into successful managers?
KR: The days of, “I promoted my top rep and they’re
struggling,” are over when your salespeople become
coaches. Your customers’ buying process continually
evolves. When salespeople transform into
consultative coaches, they coach customers to
succeed, while companies simultaneously develop a
strong bench of future leaders.
JF: Managers who resist coaching say, “Coaching
takes too long?”
KR: What if you can successfully coach anyone in
15, 5, or 60 seconds using one question? Sales
Leadership makes coaching easy. For busy, caring
managers, this removes the pressure and
misconception that, “Coaching is difficult, doesn’t
work, and I don’t have time to coach.”
Implementing my coaching model, talk tracks for
critical conversations, and Enrollment strategy to
create accountability and buyin around business
objectives will spark immediate, positive change.
When coaching is woven into daily conversations,
you’ll shift from doing people’s job to developing
them.
JF: What prevents companies from developing
extraordinary coaching cultures?
KR: Companies focus on the importance of critical
thinking, when they need to focus on critical
questioning. Questions create critical thinkers! And
the fearbased obsession over results forces
companies to focus more on goals than people.
Managers are conflicted between what’s
expected, and honoring who they are. Most
managers want their role to honor their values and
priorities, including:
l Developing people to succeed and advance in a

career they love.
making an impact, life balance,
happiness, health.
l When asked what’s compromised most due to
pressure to perform?
l Family,

l Developing people to succeed and advance in a

career they love.
l Family, making an
happiness, health.

impact,

life

balance,

What people create, they own. What they don’t,
they resist. Your company ecosystem is a
manifestation of people’s values. Instead of having
your culture define people, have your people define
your culture  and your vision.
JF: Sales Leadership has accolades from over 25
thought leaders from the world’s most successful
companies. Any final wisdom?
KR: In thriving cultures, everyone’s a coach AND
coachee. So, you don’t have to be a great at
coaching to start, but you must start to become a
great coach. Coaching is simply a habit that begins
with upgrading your mental operating system to
make coaching your #1 priority.
When you ask yourself, “What can I do to make
my people more valuable than they were yesterday,”
the byproduct is, you achieve business objectives.
So, where do you begin to transform a culture?
One person at a time. One conversation at a time.
Remember the ABC’s of leadership. Always Be
Coaching!
Thanks, Keith! Where can people get the book?
Visit KeithRosen.com to get preferred pricing AND
free bonus materials!
n

Keith Rosen, CEO of Profit Builders and
founder of Coachquest has written several
bestsellers, including Sales Leadership, Own
Your Day and the globally acclaimed Coaching
Salespeople into Sales Champions, winner of
five international best book awards and the
No. 1 bestselling sales management coaching
book on Amazon for eight consecutive years.
Inc. and Fast Company named Rosen one of
the five most influential executive coaches.
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About the Book
Today’s prevailing sales strategies are often based on decadesold practices for bringing products and services to
customers. In the age of technology, buyers come fully informed about what you have to offer, how you stack up
against the competition and the different options for solving their business challenges. Successful selling demands a
new approach to differentiating your offering, engaging customers, and driving profits.
“Sales Enablement: A Master Framework to Engage, Equip and Empower a WorldClass Sales Force” is the turnkey
roadmap for sales leaders and sales enablement professionals who are serious about building a stateoftheart sales
force. This comprehensive guide shows you how to orchestrate a sustainable system of content, training, coaching,
and technology along with proven best practices for equipping your sales teams with everything they need to succeed
in today’s competitive sales environments. Download An Excerpt Here

Seven Tips for More Effective
Channel Sales Recruitment
Have you ever noticed that virtually all management problems
start with bad recruitment? Wrong hires are usually the single
highest hidden cost in any business … and nowhere is that
truer than in the world of channel sales.
hat is channel sales? It’s selling that takes
place by means of any third party. Sales
completed through value added resellers,
partners,
systems
integrators,
independent
reps/agents, licensed distributors, and franchisees
are all examples of channel sales.
Below are seven ways channel managers can
recruit profitable partners effectively.

W

1. Understand the channel manager’s job
description. Great channel sales managers need to
be both excellent salespeople (because they’re
always prospecting for customers and potential, high
quality partners) and inspirational managers. They
need to be tough but fair, unafraid of confronting
problems and willing to enter into constructive
conflict. They need to be strategic thinkers and
shrewd problem solvers. They need to be planners
and engagers – deploying both vision and strong

14
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interpersonal skills. They need to have high levels of
empathy. They need to be able to carry themselves
with confidence at every level in their own
organisation, in their partners’ organisations, and
with prospects, from users to the Csuite. They need
to be able to establish clear boundaries and say “no”
when that’s appropriate, in order to ensure that the
vendor and the partner are investing their time
effectively on high value activities which carry a high
probability of success. Last but not least, they must
insist on partners putting their best salespeople on
their products. That’s another way of saying great
channel managers won’t tolerate salespeople who
allow scarce technical and support resources to be
swallowed up with unqualified demos for non
prospects, or who stuff the pipeline with non
opportunities that confuse busy activity with
meaningful action. Bottom line: Great channel
managers don’t tolerate nonperformance.

Marcus Cauchi and David Davies

2. Design the ideal partner. This means knowing
exactly what a great partner salesperson looks like
ahead of time … by focusing on leading indicators
(like “new effective conversations initiated with
decision makers”) not lagging indicators (like “closed
deals”). Rather than taking on a partner who is only
willing to dedicate a weak or average salesperson,
work closely with a partner whose management will
allow you to identify the top performers. Then, in
return for getting their best people, offer to train,
coach, and mentor the salespeople as if they were
on your payroll.
3. Take your time. Great channel managers know
that, contrary to popular belief, it’s better to have no
breath than bad breath in a sales territory. Invest the
time necessary to recruit the right partners: the ones
who are willing to give access to their Executive
Team, the ones who will encourage upward
escalation if there is a problem, the ones who will
clear the path for their top salespeople so the
partnership doesn’t suffer, the salespeople can
thrive, and customers can get what they need. Focus
on recruiting the very best performers. It’s better to
have a handful of topproducing partners than
dozens or hundreds of “partners” who produce
nothing or next to nothing, cost thousands to recruit
and train, and tie up scarce and costly resources.

early on: Those who execute consistently on a daily
behavioural plan that supports the revenue target
will not only get additional marketing development
funds … but will also get more vendorgenerated
leads.
6. Resolve conflicts about territory before they
happen. Before you finalise an agreement with a
partner, agree up front on crystalclear territory
borders that everyone can understand: either by
geographical region, vertical, or size of client. Make
sure you’ve mapped out, in writing, exactly what the
process for dispute resolution is going to be if you
should happen you fall into conflict with one
another … and then follow that process to the letter.
7. Celebrate what’s working … and talk openly
about what isn’t. Weak channel managers typically
go from one failure to another without learning
anything. Great channel managers, by contrast,
capture and share lessons of failure regularly.
They’re willing to admit and own up to their
mistakes. This attitude makes it far more likely that
you will sustain a good relationship with your
current partner – and receive qualified referrals for
n
new partnership relationships.

4. Understand the art of upfront mutual
agreement. By agreeing up front what will happen at
the end, you can eliminate surprises with your
channel partners. You will either be advancing or
generating an early out. (By the way, this is exactly
the approach the salespeople should be taking with
prospects.)

Marcus Cauchi is a Sandler trainer located in
the southeast region of the United Kingdom
where he has been successfully serving his
clients since 2004. He is an engaging and
challenging speaker on sales, sales
management, company turnaround, achieving
maximum cash at exit and successful
recruitment of salespeople. Visit here

5. Let potential channel partners know that you
are committed to rewarding the right behaviours.
During the early stages of the discussion, make it
clear that you will allocate marketing development
funds to those who are doing the right behaviours
and producing the best results. Set the expectations

David Davies is the owner of Thames Valley,
a Sandler center in the United Kingdom. With
more than 25 years of international sales and
business development experience, Davies has
been instrumental in helping organizations
achieve lasting sales success. Visit here
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How to Sell to18 Categories
of Prospects
I’m a baseball guy and like to use baseball analogies. For instance, in
baseball, pitchers throw as many as 9 pitches including a 2-seam fastball,
4-seam fastball, cut fastball, sinker, slider, 12-6 curve, traditional curve,
knuckleball and change-up.
n order to have success against any pitcher who
may throw 3 or more of these pitches, hitters
must be able to identify the pitch and adjust.
**According to this NPR article all of that must
happen in fewer than 450 milliseconds.
Similarly, there are 18 varying types of prospects
and salespeople must be able to recognize them and
adjust to have success. They include:

I
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Decision Maker for a Potential Current Purchase
who is:
1. Not Interested
2. Resistant
3. Open Minded
4. Going to Buy – but from someone else
5. Going to Buy – but undecided about from whom
6. Going to Buy from you

Dave Kurlan

Influencer or Underling for a Potential Current
Purchase who is:
1. Not Interested
2. Resistant
3. Open Minded
4. Going to Buy – but from someone else
5. Going to Buy – but undecided about from whom
6. Going to Buy from you
Decision Maker, Influencer or Underling for a
Future Purchase who is:
1. Not Interested
2. Resistant
3. Open Minded
4. Going to Buy – but from someone else
5. Going to Buy – but undecided about from whom
6. Going to Buy from you
That’s 18 types of prospects and before you do
anything you need to know what and who you are
dealing with.
The problem with prospects who are not
interested, resistant and open minded is that they
either don’t have or don’t know that they have a
problem you can solve. When a salesperson comes
along with a traditional pitch, demo, quote or proposal
(all transactional approaches) those approaches will
rarely move those prospects from their starting points.
On the other hand, a consultative approach could
move a prospect from open minded to intending to
buy from you; and the same approach could move a
resistant or disinterested prospect to open minded.
The transactional sales approach described above
will cause a prospect who is going to buy – whether
from someone else, you or undecided – to focus on
price and features instead of solutions and providers.
If you have the lowest price and a full feature set, that
could benefit you. However, there can only be 1
lowest price in your space, it rarely represents a full
set of features, and it’s probably not you so forget
about using a transactional approach. Once again, a
consultative approach will help the prospect focus on
the problem that needs to be solved, the provider

who best understands that problem and recommends
the best solution at a needs and cost appropriate fee.
In other words, if they were already predisposed to
buying something now, the salesperson who best
executes the consultative sales process and
methodology should earn that business.
We also need to account for when you are with an
underling instead of the decision maker. The only
difference is that the underling must reach the state of
must have in order to get the decision maker engaged.
Most salespeople rarely accomplish that because
using a transactional approach gets them only as far as
nice to have.
What if your prospect has stated that they want to
buy from you? Can you use a transactional approach
then? It depends on how solid you want this purchase
to be and how long you want to retain them as a
customer or client. If you care about having the deal
close and retaining them beyond the first order, you
must use a consultative approach because a
transactional approach simply shows your prospect
that you guys are like everyone else in your space.
Someone else could come along and change their
mind and if someone comes along with a better price
it’s easier for them to justify leaving you.
I get it. The transactional approach to selling is
much easier to execute. Tell ‘em about your product
or service and give ‘em a quote. How’s that working
for you? If you closer fewer than 75% of your
opportunities I would say it isn’t working very well.
While the effective execution of a consultative
approach is significantly more difficult and requires
advanced listening and questioning skills, you won’t
need as many opportunities, you’ll close more, the
order/deal/account sizes will be larger, the sales cycle
will be shorter and you’ll retain more of your
customers. It’s a nobrainer. However, I completely
understand if the payoff does not justify the amount
n
of work required for you to get there.

Dave Kurlan is CEO of Objective
Management Group and Kurlan & Associates.
Find out more here and the **NPR article here
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Whose Value Proposition Is It?
Value propositions. We know all about them, don’t we? Or do we? Let’s
think for a moment about definitions. “Proposition” is defined in the
dictionary as “a statement or assertion that expresses a judgment or
opinion” or as a “scheme or plan of action, especially in a business context”.
nteresting. While there’s a lot to be said for
delivering subject matter expertise in enterprise
selling, most would agree that listening to
prospects is much more rewarding than “expressing
judgments and opinions”. And regarding “schemes”,
even the most transparent of us would be reticent to
share with prospects that we’re “scheming” to win
their business.
What about defining value propositions? Two
popular definitions are “a statement of the
combination of goods and services offered by a
company in exchange for payment” and “an
innovation, service or feature intended to make a
product attractive to customers”. While definitions
often tend to be rather antiseptic, these pedestrian
views of value propositions really speak volumes
about the real issue. For the definitions cast the
prospect as the recipient, the target of the
proposition. Ready, aim, fire. But the truth is that the

I
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prospect, or in enterprise selling, the prospect
account, is not the target of the value proposition at
all. In reality, the prospect is its very source.
Of course, there’s merit in the organizational
messaging regarding the benefit that your products
or services will ultimately deliver. But such
messaging, which is typically heavily influenced by
marketing or product development, must be refined
and customized to be truly meaningful. Especially in
enterprise selling, your ability to directly address the
specific needs and pains of the account in your
pursuit is a survival skill. Using boilerplate messaging
in enterprise opportunities is a surefire recipe for
failure, considering enterprise selling’s unique
challenges like sophisticated competition and the
significant investments required in pursuits. The
stakes are high and while tools and processes are
effective in helping streamline the effort in these
pursuits, cutting corners with generic messaging

xxxxxxxxx

simply doesn’t lead the way to the winner’s circle.
So how can you build and utilize customized
value propositions for these significant and costly
pursuits? And how can you do it practically and
effectively without taking a sabbatical to craft each
one?
It starts with a pragmatic account and
opportunityfocused
framework.
And
this
framework has its roots way back in your market,
territory and account planning where you aligned
your organization’s strengths with your identified
profile markets, verticals and accounts. Your
bedrock work done in these stages positioned your
organization and its products and services to pursue
opportunities for which your likelihood of success is
the greatest. These truly aligned opportunities,
having survived informed Go/NoGo analyses, are
fertile ground for these focused frameworks, these
customized value propositions. And they provide
guidance for the selling team throughout the pursuit
and for the delivery team serving the account long
after the win.
In Sandler Enterprise Selling, our enterprise value
proposition’s framework has four parts:
What the product or service is that you are
proposing. This is the specific solution that
addresses the prospect account’s needs and pains. It
may be a standard product or service from your
portfolio of offerings or it may encompass multiple
products and services including offerings from
business partners, subcontractors or other third
parties.
What the product or service actually does for the
account. Of course, your solution will do different
things and be utilized in different ways by different
accounts. How it will be implemented by the specific
prospect account must be clearly understood and
taken into account in customized terms.
How your proposed solution will benefit the
prospect account. This must be identified in

customized terms that make a clear difference to the
account. These are the concrete and specific results
that the prospect account will gain from your
solution – the customized advantage that will
favorably result from your solution to the account’s
identified needs and pains.
How the prospect account will measure the benefit
of the solution. This represents the prospect
account’s clear definition of success in the ultimate
implementation of your solution after the business is
won. How that success will be determined, in the
account’s calibrated appraisal, must be clearly
understood.
What it is, what it does, how it benefits and how
it will be measured. This simple mantra drives your
team throughout the pursuit, keeping the focus
clearly on the account. All the work that may have
been done prior by your organization’s marketing or
product development teams is now in the past. At
this point, it’s all about the account and the
alignment of your solution to directly address its
specific needs and pains.
Of course, the clarity of this simple value
proposition framework depends on the quality of
the work that your team has done in
comprehensively understanding the specific needs
and pains of the account and your ability to address
them. That effort insures that you know the account,
you understand the need and you’ve determined
that the opportunity is a ”Go”. From that point, the
what it is, what it does, how it benefits and how it’s
measured serves as your guide.
While enterprise selling is complex, winning is
often determined by the simple things. Utilize the
simplicity and clarity of this framework and never
forget that regarding value propositions, it’s not
n
about you. It’s about the account.

Brian Sullivan is Vice President of Sandler
Enterprise Selling at Sandler Training
Find out more here
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Trying to find the one right move that will improve your business's
performance can feel overwhelming. But, as you'll discover in Growth
IQ, there are just ten simple--but easily misunderstood--paths to
growth, and every successful growth strategy can be boiled down to
picking the right combination and sequence of these paths for your
current context.
Tiffani Bova travels around the world helping companies solve their
most vexing problem: how to keep growing in the face of stiff
competition and a fast-changing business environment. Whether she's
presenting to a Fortune 500 board of directors or brainstorming over
coffee with a startup founder, Bova cuts through the clutter and
confusion that surround growth.
Now, she draws on her decades of experience and more than thirty
fascinating, in-depth business stories to demonstrate the opportunities-and pitfalls--of each of the ten growth paths, how they work together,
and how they apply to business today.

Order Your Copy Today

The Global Sales Directory
What You Need ... Where You Need It ... When You Need It ...

COMING SOON

Top Sales Roundtables
Is cold calling really dead? Is email marketing more efficient? Doesn’t
referral selling beat them both in terms of conversion efficiency? And
what about using social platforms as a means for hunting and fishing?
Our expert panel debated these questions and more in order to
discover if there really is a single best way to attract new prospects or
if we need a “blended” approach. Hosted by Jonathan Farrington.

Latest Roundtable Released  Listen Here
Lead Generation – Outbound, Inbound Or Moribund?

Joanne Black

Denni Griffiths

Barbara Giamanco

Missed previous Top Sales Roundtables? You will find them all here

Dan McDade

TOP SALES WORLD
INSPIRING THE GLOBAL SALES COMMUNITY

The number one differentiator for companies that are slow
to grow and those that are knocking the ball out of the
park is… Effective Sales Leadership.
So often, salespeople are promoted to management prematurely.
Small and midsize businesses may lack resources or talent to lead a
sales team successfully. Large organizations face the daunting task of
developing the next generation of millennial sales leaders.
There is an urgent need for companies to uplevel their sales
leadership in order to innovate, create loyalty, strategically compete,
and win new business against disruptive competitors. With Race to
Amazing, you don’t need to waste time with lofty theories. Get on the
fast track to sales success with a proven system that has been
cultivated over 40 years.

Author Krista S. Moore has codified her winning approach through combining her personal
experiences growing up in a small coal-mining town, leading sales for multimillion-dollar startups
and Fortune 500 companies and coaching successful sales leaders throughout the world.
Order Your Copy Today

Dealing with Acceptance and Rejection
Throughout the sales process, you should always be listening to the
questions prospects and customers ask you. They are clues to what they
are thinking. The questions salespeople love to hear are the ones that signal
an intent to buy including: What credit terms do you offer? Can I try it one
more time? How much lead time do you need? How does the installation process work?
How soon could training begin?
hen you hear these buying signals, your
response will lead into a natural process
of order forms, contracts, checks, and so
on. If you’ve developed a good solution and you’ve
established that it’s within their price range, the
buying commitment should be a natural outcome.
However, sometimes the positive buying
questions don’t come and your customer starts to
back away from the process. There’s something
wrong ... either the prospect isn’t giving you
complete information or you’ve missed something
along the way. What do you do? ... back to the
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questions! Candidly ask what’s blocking the decision.
The collaborative sales process isn’t designed to put
pressure on your customers. It’s designed to solve
their problems or help them take advantage of
opportunities. It’s what you’ve done up until now
that will make or break the sale. If your customer
isn’t sold by now, more pressure won’t do it. What’s
needed is more specific communication about what
they need or what you have to offer. That’s why
asking openended questions like “Where do we go
from here?” or “How should we proceed?” or “What
do you see as our next step?” tell you what else the

Dr. Tony Alessandra

customer needs in order to move the process
forward so you can implement the solution you’ve
created together. You can’t work as partners
through all the stages of the sale and then, at the
end, try to use a manipulative closing technique to
clinch the deal. It doesn’t make sense.
One of the reasons a traditional closing
technique sometimes works is that the constant
pressure on the customer forces him to tell you
what’s really holding up the sale. But if you can get
the same information by communicating openly and
honestly, there is no need for the pressure. But what
happens when you don’t get an unqualified YES at
this point?
It’s possible that you may have to prod your
customer to tell you what’s really blocking
implementation of the solution you’ve worked out
together. Don’t be afraid to ask for open, honest
communication about what’s happening.
In traditional selling, the salesperson pressures
the prospect to “close” the sale. Pressure creates
problems in the sales relationship. To reduce the
pressure, the prospect may create a smoke screen. A
smoke screen is something that obscures the
relationship or the decisionmaking process.
Common ones are “Your price is too high,” and “I
want to think about it.” Both may indicate that your
customer is uncomfortable communicating their
uncertainty — they’re avoiding telling you their true
feelings and thoughts. And listen to the way it
sounds when you say you are going to “close” your
customer. How would YOU like to be “closed?” It
sounds like it’s the end.
By the time a salesperson gets to this stage of the
sale – after good information gathering and a
collaborative solution process, there should be a
high probability that the proposed solution will be
accepted. However, there are also some reasons
why it might be rejected. We live in a rapidly
changing environment — priorities change, people
move, people lose their jobs or suffer a sudden loss
in the stock market. Companies merge, go out of
business, and change directions ... sometimes

overnight. The person who had the authority and
interest to purchase your product yesterday may be
in a different division tomorrow. What all this
change means is that in some cases, by the time you
get to the end of the sales process, you may find
that there is no longer a perceived need. In other
cases, you may find that you have to start the whole
process over again from the beginning. But most of
the time, if you’ve done a good job of exploring
needs, collaborating and selecting options, you’ll find
that things go just as planned and you’ll be settling
the details and beginning a new customer
relationship.
In those cases when you do lose the sale, you’ll
want to make sure you don’t lose the relationship. If
things fall apart at the last minute, you can express
your disappointment at not getting to work with the
customer and support her as much as you can in
whatever decision she makes. Let her know that you
will stay in touch.
Use the final minutes of the call to pave the way
for the next call, if there is to be a next call. Note any
commitments you made such as price quotes,
delivery dates or terms discussed. Above all, be sure
to let the customer know that you want to maintain
the relationship. If appropriate, ask for a postsale
analysis of specifically what you could have done
better in order to spot trends or problems that you
can avoid in future sales. Make notes following each
call so you can evaluate your performance. Doing
that even after confirmed sales would point out your
strengths.
Visualize both your failures and successes often.
By doing so, you will reinforce the successful and
effective things you do. Your mental repetition of
productive behaviors will create strong working
habits and a higher percentage of successful sales. n

Dr Tony Alessandra is a Hall of Fame
Keynote Speaker and Founder of
Assessments24x7.com.
Find out more here
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Losing Deals?
Blame Your Buying Personas
Ever-increasing sophistication: Sales forces have been on a long, steady
march to increase our sophistication. In the old days (you know… the 20th
century), sales forces first transitioned from a landscape with little
organizational rigor to an era of sales process.
t became common knowledge that there was a
‘best’ way to sell to customers, and formal sales
processes became the norm. A legion of sales
training companies rushed to coin catchy acronyms
that would guide sellers through the steps to a
successful sale.
Then marketing concepts began to creep into the
sales force, perhaps because of marketing’s
increased role in supporting the sales function.
Suddenly, customer segmentation became a thing,
and salespeople started to engage their prospects
uniquely depending on the potential customer’s
industry, size, geography, or other demographic
characteristic. Salespeople went to market with sales
presentations, case studies, references, and other
collateral that appealed to distinct groups of similar
customers. Things never felt better.
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Then sales ascended to the current plateau of
sophistication: buyer personas. It’s no longer good
enough to know that your target customer is a mid
sized, regional manufacturer of industrial equipment
– now you also need to characterize each buyer’s
individual role. Are you selling to the company’s
CEO, CFO, CMO, CSO, or some other type of C? Is
the buyer motivated by technical specifications,
financial returns, implementation plans, or some
other business issue? Our sales enablement shelves
are now stocked with collateral that is sliced and
diced in as many ways as we perceive our buyers.

Are We There Yet?
So here we are in the 21st century with
sophisticated sales strategies and tools to help us

Leff Bonney

select the right sales approach for the right type of
buyer. We’ve reached the logical destination of
customerfocused selling. But there’s just one
problem… We’ve gotten it all wrong!
New research conducted by Florida State
University’s Sales Institute provides an insight that
is both obvious and revolutionary. The insight is
this: It’s not the customer persona that should
determine how a salesperson should sell to a
buyer… It’s the type of buying situation into which
he is selling.
You see, the Chief Sales Officer of a midsized
industrial manufacturer can buy in many different
ways for many different reasons, depending on the
situation. For instance, she issues a Request for
Proposal to purchase a new CRM tool because she
currently has none. Or she might simply want to
upgrade her existing CRM platform through her
incumbent vendor. Or she might just be snooping
around to learn about new CRM products, with no
real intention of purchasing anything. Same
persona, same product, different buying situations.
In the first situation, the buying process will
probably be long and methodical with several
competing CRM vendors in play. In the second,
there will be only one vendor involved in the sale,
which should move relatively quickly. And in the
third, perhaps no vendor will make a sale, unless the
seller churns up enough discontent with the status
quo to turn the tirekicker into a serious buyer.
If you were to use a sales approach that mirrors
the RFP process, you might have a good chance of
winning the RFPbased deal. But use that same
strategy when you’re the incumbent in the second
situation, and you might frustrate the buyer by
moving too slowly. And in the third situation, you
might fail altogether to motivate the buyer to
action. The same buying persona is purchasing the
same product in all three scenarios, but only one
strategy is likely to win. To have a chance at winning
all three deals, you really need three different
strategies – an RFP sales strategy, a product
upgrade strategy, and a tirekicker strategy. Then

your buyers in each situation would encounter a
responsive salesperson capable of meeting them at
every stage of their purchasing process.
Think about it… Don’t you have some sales
cycles that are long, as well as some that are short?
Don’t you encounter buyers whose assumptions
you to need to challenge, and others whose
favorable opinions you want to reinforce? Don’t
you engage with buyers who are highly motivated
to buy, as well as others you need to convince. Now
ask yourself this: Does your sales methodology
accommodate all of those situations?

A Better Way to Sell (and Train)
This is why it’s folly to train our sellers in a single,
rigid sales approach and then expect them to use it
in every situation. Sales strategies are best
determined by the buying situation into which the
salesperson is selling, not the demographic of the
buyer he targets. Stated differently, buyer
demographics rarely change, but buying situations
frequently do. It’s better to address the unique
situation than the generic demographic.
So, this will be the next iteration of sales
methodology – methodologies that are agile
enough to acknowledge and accommodate
different buying behaviors. And no, you don’t need
several distinct sales methodologies to accomplish
this feat. Multiple methodologies will overwhelm
your sellers, as well as the folks who train and
enable them. You need an adaptable methodology
that enables your sellers to bob and weave as their
sellers do. A methodology as agile as your buyers.
Classic customer segmentation schemes were good
stepping stones to get us where we are. Now it’s
n
time to continue the climb.

Leff Bonney is also VP of Research and
Product Innovation at Vantage Point.
Find out more about Leff here
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The Rise of the Chief Growth Officer
Historically there has been
a substantial gulf between
sales and marketing. Back
in the day, there were
countless stories about the
enmity, hostility and lack of respect each
profession had for the other. Some of the
disputes are legendary.
n my book (Second Stage Entrepreneurship), which
was written in 2013, I advised against the practice
of having a single executive with oversight for
both sales and marketing. It did not take a genius to
understand that the expertise, requisite skill sets,
experience base, and natural resting state
competencies are very different for the two
disciplines and roles. It was really not that long ago
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when the four P’s of marketing were the primary
concern of this function. In more recent years, sales
has leaned heavily on marketing for development of
the value proposition and assistance in competitive
differentiation, but they were really not directly part
of the revenue generation function.
However, in the past five or so years, sales and
marketing have become increasingly mutually
interdependent. In addition to all that marketing has
provided in the past, now lead generation has
become a critical marketing function, and one that
must be closely aligned with sales for this to work and
to result in the level of lead flow that is necessary to
drive growth, or to have a high velocity sales function
work at all.
As a result of this, we are beginning to see the
emergence of a new role in corporations, that of the
Chief Growth Officer (sometimes called the Chief
Commercial Officer). The role has overall

Dan Weinfurter

responsibility for driving the growth of the enterprise;
meaning having direct oversight of sales, marketing
and product/innovation. Some wellknown marketing
driven companies have established this role, among
them Coca Cola, The Hershey Company and Kellogg.
But in a testament to how far this trend has moved
into the mainstream, in the US, there are 192 CGOs
in companies with less than 50 employees. CGOs are
now being hired in a wide variety of industries,
including marketing and advertising, IT/software and
IT services, health care and management consulting.
What is driving this increasing use of a CGO is the
overwhelming need for companies to figure out how
to achieve higher levels of organic growth. Over the
past 20 years, organizations have become much
more efficient, eliminating by some estimates over
300 basis points on average out of S, G & A costs. But
additional advances on the cost side of things are
increasingly hard to deliver, meaning that improved
financial performance must come from either on
going merger and acquisition (M&A) activity or
organic growth. Not surprisingly, M&A activity has
continued at historically high levels, with announced
transactions in the first half of 2018 hitting an all
time high with over $2.5 trillion in deals announced
globally (Axios). But this frenetic deal activity has
pushed purchase price multiples to correspondingly
record high levels, and as a result, M&A activity that is
able to deliver accretive financial performance is
more difficult to achieve and organic growth
becomes paramount.
Hence, the arrival of the Chief Growth Officer.
The intent, according to Halverson Group CEO Ron
Halverson, is to bring together “siloed” teams from
across the organization and focus them around the
needs of customers. The CGO has a mandate to bring
the disparate groups within each company together,
to connect the dots between the firm’s strategy and
the needs, both met and unmet, of the customer.
This person has to implement a longerterm vision
and decide what must be done, and also, what
activities that the enterprise is currently funding that
should be stopped. The role must be focused and

oriented with the needs of the customer in mind,
understanding points of pain or unmet needs, and
then being relentless about prioritization, making bets
on the best of many potential avenues for success,
and then pulling the levers in each of the functions
(sales, marketing and product) to drive growth of the
new initiatives.
And this is the key, not only picking which of many
competing strategies to pursue, but then, in an
organized and systematic fashion, set up the
necessary organizational capabilities to work
together in a concerted fashion to articulate the value
proposition. Specifically the firm needs to become
very clear regarding what the new product or service
does, how it is different from alternatives, and how it
is better, but then also establish the plan to
communicate this in the product capabilities, the lead
generation messaging and targeting, and then equip
the sales team to have the right types of
conversations for the subset of contact points that
make the leap to the funnel and become actual
prospects.
The addition of the CGO role will not eliminate
the need for supremely talented individuals to head
up the sales, marketing and product teams. Each of
these roles require substantially different expertise; it
strikes me as highly unlikely that one person will be
equally proficient in sales as they are in marketing. Or
that a super accomplished sales leader could also
head up innovation or product development. The
CGO’s task is to have a deep understanding of all
three disciplines, architect the path to growth, and
then work across the enterprise to deliver more rapid
organic growth, all the while being an advocate for
the customer – as in the end, this is who rules the
n
roost.

Dan Weinfurter is the Managing Partner of
Chicago Growth Consultants, LLC. He was
formerly the Founder and CEO of GrowthPlay
and the author of Second Stage
Entrepreneurship. He lives in Chicago.
Find out more here
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10 Vital Sales Traits
How do you know who will make it in sales? Millions are spent annually on
assessments and interviews to determine where the talent lives and who
can help build sales success. With that level of investment, it is really
important that we measure the right things.
any companies measure experience, while
others measure mostly aptitude. Some
measure credentials and educational
background too.
While useful, these are only contributors to
success in selling. The underlying traits that make
success more likely are these:

M

1. Proactive Work Ethic and Results Orientation
2. Emotional Resilience
3. Communication Skill
4. Listening
5. Integrity
6. Humility and Gratitude
7. Ambition and Drive
8. Efficiency
9. Commitment to Succeed
10. Activity and Results Tracking
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1. It is the person we are hiring, not the resume.
What we need is someone who will proactively work
to make us more successful. That means that it has to
be important to them like it is to us. Higher pay or big
commissions won’t make that happen. Nor will an
advanced degree necessarily predict future
achievement. In fact, many of the highly successful
sales people we have known acquired their advanced
degrees only after becoming successful sales
professionals.
Those we hire must already eagerly want to
succeed and be willing to work hard in order to make
it so. Then we can guide them to best practices and
help them refine their skills and knowledge.
2. They must be mature enough to be able to
bounce back from disappointments and failures, as
well as keeping successes in perspective. In other
words, “getting over it” must be a part of their make

Jim Cathcart

up. Explore situations they faced that would get
someone down and see how they rebounded from
them.
3. Communication isn’t just talking. It’s also;
empathizing, negotiating, conversing with strangers,
clarity of expression, creative expression, presentation
skill, public speaking, working a room and having a
compelling delivery. Look for people who can help
you understand complex or confusing information.
4. Communication’s little brother is Listening. Maybe
even its Big Brother. In order to listen, you must
actually want to hear. You must learn what to be
curious about and explore ways to draw it out of
people who are not like you. Ability to probe well and
knowing when to shut up and when to speak up are
essential.
5. The highest compliment you can give someone is
that they are trustworthy. That means you
understand who they are, feel confident in what
they’ll do when you aren’t supervising them, and you
believe that they will tell you the truth, even if it’s bad
news. Integrity is the trait behind this. Check to assure
that your candidate has the courage and integrity to
do the right thing and to make things right.
6. Humility and Gratitude are paired here because
they come from the same place. Arrogant people
might seem confident and strong, but their operating
assumption is that they are in charge and others are
not. Humble people respect others and appreciate the
courtesies, gifts and blessings that come.
7. Someone who has the drive to achieve, who is
ambitious to advance, will take initiative more often
and persist longer. They’ll stick to the plan to fully give
it a chance to work. Those who are not ambitious will
give up when difficulty arises.
8. Efficiency is doing the right things right. Looking
for better ways, more accurate information, fewer

steps or better ones. As long as someone is willing to
work, we know they’ll advance. But when they also
continually seek improvements to their workflow, and
ways to save time and effort while still getting the
results, then they’ll improve constantly. Someone who
makes 100 calls is valuable, but someone who makes
100 calls with a higher ratio of wins is much more
valuable.
9. Commitment means it’s going to happen!
Everyone “wants” to succeed but only a few are truly
committed to it. Look for people who see every brick
wall as a starting point instead of an impediment.
Somewhere, somehow, with some new resources, or
a different approach…it can be done!
10. Winners keep score. In any professional game
you’ll find that the winners, the real pros, always know
the score even without looking at the scoreboard.
They keep the numbers in their heads and track their
successes. Baseball players can tell you their batting
average against lefthanded pitchers, in the early
innings, on a rainy day, while playing out of town. It’s
amazing the statistics that some of these people keep!
We as sales pros should do likewise. Know your ratios
of calls to contacts in each market. Know which parts
of each sales cycle need your attention next. Track
your results and the actual value of them. Know how
many customers you retain and how to keep them
even longer. What you track tells me what you care
about.
When we hire sales people based on the personal and
professional qualities that they bring then we will start
finding more success with each of them. Hire the
n
person, not the resume nor test scores.

Jim Cathcart, CSP, CPAE is one of the world’s
most awardwinning professional speakers
and authors. He helps people succeed by
cultivating the traits and the mindset that
makes selling a joy. Contact Jim through
Cathcart Institute, Inc. at info@cathcart.com
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Why You Need Bots To Survive
In Modern Sales
By 2030 up to a third of
non-retail sales jobs may
disappear into the ether
with AI algorithms
partnering with cyborg
entities to replace human jobs.
s that statement true? Not in its entirety, but
there is a harsh underbelly to what it stands for.
The confronting truth is that corporations view us
(salespeople) as a simple cog in a giant machine of
profit making. Sellers are viewed as units of revenue
production, and if that cog can be automated,
outsourced, optimized, or eliminated, then it will be
to reduce costs.
AI in sales is already here and the toptier
companies are reengineering their processes to take
advantage of next generation automation. Watson
(IBM), Einstein (Salesforce), Larry (Complexica) and
Amy (x.ai) are our sidekicks. The key is to channel
Iron Man  part man, part machine. Embrace the
salesbots for hyperproductivity and effectiveness
or be replaced.
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What can I do as a rep? Isn’t it beyond my
control?
You have more power than you think. But the first step
is acceptance. Accept that this is happening and
visualise a time where salesbots and humans
collaborate to open, progress and close more deals
together. The sellers of the future will write prolifically,
speak publicly, have sensational EQ, IQ and TQ,
leverage all the available tools and channels. There’s no
replacing charisma, creativity, genuine empathy, and
political and financial acumen when it comes to building
trust and a business case with a new customer.
Humans who embrace working with bots and
leverage advanced technology will unlock the secret to
driving sales pipeline and profitable revenue. Choose to
be one of the few people who will be master of the
machines, orchestrating a multiplier effect on the
modern sales process.
Here are three types of salesbot you need to be
successful as a modern seller:
Salesbot #1  The Admin Assistant
Scheduling meetings, recording interactions and
forecasting results. These tasks were once a burden on

Tony Hughes

the efficiency and output of a salesperson but AI
powered bots have changed the game, especially as
CRM’s become a system of sales process execution
integrated with productivity tools.
Duplex from Google can call to schedule and
confirm meetings, then schedule in calendars. Troops.ai
synchronizes with Salesforce, automates pipeline, and
generates sales reports. X.ai responds to contacts and
schedules meetings on your behalf. Watson from IBM
provides natural language dialogue to answer
questions as an AI trusted adviser  going beyond pure
logic to cope easily with the nuances, vagaries, and
contradictions of the English language.
Put simply, if you believe your primary role is about
answering questions, providing information, or
scheduling meetings, then your future is in jeopardy.
Automate these things and elevate your position to
strategic partner and advisor.
Salesbot #2  The Opportunity Identifier
Imagine if you could automagically crunch data and
prioritize the leads that have the highest propensity to
close? Bots are already doing this.
Larry, from Complexica, is an opportunity identifier
for transactional sales. Say you’re a sales rep in the
wine industry. You have hundreds of licensed premises
in your territory, and knowing who is best to call and
what to talk about, beyond your (yawn) specials this
month, is a difficult thing to figure out. In Australia, the
average restaurant or licensed premise has 50 different
salespeople calling on them every month.
With Larry, you are the one and only salesperson
the owner looks forward to meeting because you
provide amazing insights and advice on how they can
grow their business and improve profit. I kid you not;
Larry can pull every menu on the Internet from your
client’s competitors, analyze the meals on the menus
and their pricing and identify the fact that restaurants in
the same category within a 10minute drive have food
prices averaging 12 percent more than your client.
Your insight (the reason to meet) is that your customer
could increase prices by 8 percent tomorrow without
becoming uncompetitive.

Larry, the AI analyst, answers big questions for
sellers, and his recommendations drive previously
unimaginable sales effectiveness for salespeople. There
are other companies working hard in the opportunity
identification arena by building platforms that monitor
for trigger events and start to drive outreach to turn
‘manual outbound’ into ‘automated inbound’.
Salesbot #3  The Deal Coach
Want a sales coach who provides predictive lead and
deal scores along with opportunity insights, including
prompts for the best next steps and methods of
outreach? Welcome Einstein from Salesforce  your
virtual deal opportunity coach.
Einstein has the ability to monitor critical win
factors, such as; the status of key information obtained,
whether the right people have been covered, whether
the amount of time in a particular deal stage is
damaging the probability of a win, and an array of other
elements that determine if a deal is on track or at risk.
Unlike a human sales manager, Einstein is always
transparently monitoring and providing feedback on
which deals need attention and where to prioritize
precious sales time. For management, Einstein can
deliver the Holy Grail of forecasting accuracy. I’ve seen
it and it’s staggeringly accurate.
To avoid losing your job in the coming years, you must
make insight and value the reason that customers
engage with you and build trusted relationships.
Embrace the very technologies you fear in order to
harness their power and achieve new levels of
n
capability, reach, efficiency, and effectiveness.

Tony J. Hughes is a bestselling author, #1
awardwinning blogger and the most read
LinkedIn Author globally on the topic of B2B
sales leadership. Tony’s first book is a
business bestseller with his new book,
COMBO Prospecting, available on Amazon
here. He can be found in LinkedIn, at
TonyHughes.com.au and RSVPselling.com
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Assembling the Sales Team
Assembling the right sales
team has always been
crucial. As the old saying
goes, “You hire your
problems.” But recruitment
and selection are now even more
important.
ata and analytical tasks have lengthened
productivity rampup times in many sales
contexts. Each hire then represents a bigger
sunk cost for a longer time. As baby boomers retire
and as firms seek to grow, putting more “feet on the
street”—or in inside sales positions—increases hiring.
Most companies look at their best reps and try to
hire more like them. But you’ll never have enough
stars and, in fact, don’t want stars in all jobs.
In any business, some activities exhibit high
performance variability but have little strategic
impact. Think about the design of power point
presentations. Some people are much better than
others in doing this. But how much impact do the
slides have versus other sales tasks? Other activities
may be important but exhibit little variability across

D
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sales reps—because the tasks are standardized,
because the firm has reduced variability via support
systems, or because the business model limits the
range of performance variance. Think about the
difference between fashion boutiques where
personalized service and advice are integral to the
value proposition versus massmarket retailers
where low price and availability make selling less
complex and variable.
You want stars in activities that exhibit both high
impact and variability. Depending upon your goto
market model, that may be prospecting or account
management, direct sales or managing channel
partners, initial sales calls or product demo’s. In
activities with low impact and variability, you don’t
need stars and shouldn’t overpay, either in money or
time. In other words, effective hiring and selection in
sales is about building the right portfolio of talent,
and this has actionable implications:
Focus on how the salesperson makes a difference.
Continually ask, “Where are we spending too
much—or too little—time, money and talent across
our sales tasks?” For example, the key activities will
be affected by your sales structure and account

Frank V. Cespedes

assignments, as well as the necessity (or not) of team
selling. Key tasks will change as your markets
change. In many subscriptionbased SaaS
businesses, selling activities with high variance and
impact earlyon are about initial customer
acquisition. But over time, key tasks tend to shift
toward reducing churn, upselling, or crossselling
additional services. Allocation of sales talent should
change accordingly.

strategy, and the internal relationships that reps
develop to get those tasks accomplished. When a
salesperson moves to another company, she leaves
that behind and must recreate it in a different
organizational context.
Further, “experience” in sales is inherently
multidimensional. It may refer to experience with
any (or any combination of) the following:
l A customer group. For example, a banker or

Focus on behaviors in selection. Managers are
excessively confident about their ability to evaluate
candidates via interviews. Decades of research
across job categories indicate about a .25 correlation
between interview assessments and job success. In
fact, some studies indicate a negative correlation:
the firm would have been betteroff picking
candidates at random! This danger is especially
prevalent in sales, where hiring is often affected by a
cloning bias: many sales managers hire in their own
image because how that manager happened to
achieve their performance is what got him or her
promoted and in a position to hire.
The best results occur when you supplement
interviews with observation of relevant job
behaviors. There are many ways to do this, including
interntype positions, simulations, and other
techniques. Further, technology is increasing
options via gamelike activities, virtual video
environments, and online media that allow
behavioral (not just personality) assessments by
more people in less time.
Be clear about what you mean by relevant
“experience.” Previous selling experience is the most
commonly cited criterion in sales hiring. Driving this
view is a belief that there is a tradeoff between
hiring for experience and the time and money you
don’t need to spend on training. But experience at
another company—within or outside the same
industry—is not easily portable. So much of sales
success depends upon a firm’s strategy, the
customer segments and sales tasks inherent in that

l
l

l

l

broker hired by a software firm to call on
financialservices prospects; or in the healthcare
industry, companies sell very different products
but many sell to hospitals.
A technology  an engineer or fieldservice tech
hired to sell the equipment.
A company  in many B2B firms, service rep
move to sales because internal coordination is a
key sales task and they “know the people and
how to get things done here.”
A geographical market or culture. For instance,
someone from that country or ethnic group who
knows, and has credibility within, the norms of
the customer’s culture.
Selling  a retail associate with pointofsale
experience or an insidesales rep who has
demonstrated she can successfully work in that
kind of transactionintensive sales context.

The relevance of each type of experience varies with
your firm’s sales tasks, not those of a generic selling
methodology. In assembling their team, some sales
managers “know it when they see it,” and many
don’t. So consider what kind(s) of prior experience is
truly relevant and then require the people doing the
hiring to clarify what they mean when they see it. n

Frank Cespedes teaches at Harvard Business
School and is the author most recently of
Aligning Strategy and Sales (Harvard Business
Review Press). Find out more here
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How Your Brain Lies To You About Your
Decisions (And Why It Matters In Sales)
Question: How logical was
the last major decision you
made? Answer: Not as
logical as you think.
n a stunning set of discoveries several years ago,
UCLA neuroscientist Antonio Damasio found that
humans are quite literally not capable of making
decisions when operating purely from their rational
mind; that, in fact, all final decisions are made from
our emotion center.
Damasio was studying patients who had suffered
brain damage that inhibited their ability to have
feelings, without inhibiting their intelligence. These
patients lived in a constant state of suspension,
unable to operate in the world. They were capable
of understanding and analyzing all of the possible
factors for any given decision, but never actually
made any decisions.
Without emotions, they never pulled the trigger
and thus spent their days in an endless haze of
options.
Cognitive bias impacts everything we do, from
the smallest to the largest decision. It’s one of the
ways our brains lie to us, and the only antidote (and
it’s only partially effective) is recognizing and
attempting to counter them.

I
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In this article, we’re going to take a look at what
cognitive bias is, and how it impacts sales
organizations at four crucial levels.
What is cognitive bias?
Simply put, cognitive bias is a system of thinking
and decisionmaking shortcuts that are not based on
logic. They are also sometimes referred to as “logical
fallacies,” because while they grow out of the brain’s
very useful technique for filtering signal from noise,
they ultimately represent false logic.
Hundreds of cognitive biases have been
identified and described by researchers. You’ve
probably heard of some of the most commonly
understood ones, for instance:
l Bandwagon effect, which is the brain’s tendency

l

l

l

l

to believe something when lots of other people
also believe it
Confirmation bias, which is the brain’s tendency
to look for, interpret and focus on information
that confirms what you already believe
Gambler’s fallacy, which is the brain’s tendency
to think something is either more or less likely in
the future simply because it happened in the past
Optimism bias, which is the brain’s tendency to
overestimate pleasing outcomes, a fallacy
salespeople are notorious for
Sunk cost fallacy, which is the brain’s tendency

George Brontén

to want to continue to invest in something that it
has already invested in, even if a different choice
would be more effective

valuable information, and thus triggers their sunk
cost bias in favor of your product.

The sunk cost bias at the salesperson level
Cognitive bias in the sales organization
Many, if not all, of these biases, have an impact on
sales organizations. Understanding how they work
can enable salespeople to avoid their worst pitfalls
and, in some cases, use them to their advantage.
In a sales environment, cognitive bias can impact
effectiveness on at least four levels:
l
l
l
l

The buyer
The salesperson
The manager
Executive leadership

Let’s take a look at the sunk cost bias operating in a
typical sales organization.

The sunk cost bias
The sunk cost bias causes our brains to prefer
investing in something we’ve already invested in,
even when we’d be better off with a different
choice.
Now let’s take a look at how the sunk cost bias
affects each layer of the sales organization.

At the buyer level
Customers may be less likely to buy from you if they
already have an entrenched solution, even if they’re
unhappy with that solution. It’s nearly impossible to
counteract this bias once it’s in play. Logical
arguments do little to combat it.
One extremely effective way to do this is to use
DecisionLink, which makes it easy and fast for
salespeople to cocreate accurate, visually appealing
value calculations for the proposed solution. This
process asks the customer to invest time and energy
in collecting accurate data in order to receive

The sunk cost bias is a huge culprit in bloated
pipelines. It’s responsible for salespeople defending
sales that have drawn on too long or devolved into
pricing wars.

The sunk cost bias at the manager’s level
A manager’s (hopefully) superior experience can
help them to avoid and counteract the salesperson’s
tendency to get attached to specific opportunities.
However, they themselves may easily get invested
in software, processes, and tactics that are not
effective for their teams, simply because they’ve
invested in them.
They also may overinvest their coaching effort
into “high performers” with whom they’ve spent a
lot of time when logically the best use of coaching
time is with mediocre and new performers.
The sunk cost bias at the strategic level
When sunk cost bias comes to play at the
executive level, it gets expensive. Hundreds of
thousands of dollars spent on gotomarket
strategies that don’t work. Millions of dollars spent
trying to revive acquisitions or keep departments or
product lines on life support when logic dictates
they would be better cut loose.
The sunk cost bias, and other cognitive biases are
a reality that impacts all areas of our lives and
businesses. While we can never entirely eliminate
them from our thinking (and probably shouldn’t), we
can learn to understand them and use them to our
n
advantage rather than our detriment.

George Brontén is the Founder and CEO of
Membrain and author of the awardwinning
blog "Art & Science of Complex Sales". You can
connect with George on LinkedIn and follow
the blog here: membrain.com/blog
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Top Partner of the Month

Top Sales Post

August’s Top Sales Post
Solving the Mystery of Successful Sales
Enablement by Michelle Vazzana & Leff Bonney

T

here’s no question about it: Sales enablement is
a difficult task that is compounded by an
enormous amount of confusion. To clear the smoke
and bring some muchneeded clarity to this
function, it’s important to take a look at what sales
enablement actually is and how to tackle it for
greater success within your sales organization.
What exactly is sales enablement?
Sales enablement has varying definitions across
the industry. But our research, conducted with
Florida State University, led to what we see as a
much more useful definition of sales enablement:
“Sales enablement equips salespeople to offer the
right solution, at the right time, using the right
strategy, the right sales message, and the right sales
tools in the different situations they face.”

While some definitions may refer to a buyer and
a buying process, our definition notes, critically:
l Salespeople face a variety of buyers
l Within a variety of buying processes
l That form the various buying situations they

must address
Selling is not a onesizefitsall affair. It never has
been, and it never will be. Highperforming
salespeople know this intuitively, while their lower
performing peers are eager to learn the one best
way to sell. It doesn’t exist.
No single sales methodology exists.
Our research with the Florida State Sales
Read Full Article Here
Institute revealed that ....
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